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. ABSTRACTF
The effect, on semiconductor laser modes, of a time-varying modulation I	 '
of the complex dielectric constant of the active region of the laser, is
considered.	 It is seen that the main effect is to produce frequency modula-
tion associated with modulation of the real part of the dielectric constant !
{ while modulation of the imaginary part gives rise to amplitude modulation.
Two methods for producing the modulation are considered. 	 The first, pressure
via ultrasonic waves, produces pure frequency modulation in impure material.
The second, modulation of the injection, results in both amplitude and fre-
quency modulation. .
,r
Experiments to confirm this analysis were'carried out on a cw GaAs
injection laser.	 The modulated laser.spectrum was observed with a Fabry-
Perot Interferometer.	 Pressure modulation was seen to give frequency modu-
lation with little distortion`, while for injection modulation, ratio of the
amplitude modulation -index _to frequency modulation index was found to be
about 0.1.
` High resolution measurements on the pulsed spectral shift of a GaAs
` laser at 77°K and 4.2°K were performed using a Fabry-Perot interferometer.
The feasibility of detecting modulation on a pulsed semiconductor laser was
demonstrated. F
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CHAPTER I
THE UNMODULATED SEMICONDUCTOR LASER
1.	 Introduction
Considerable research has been performed in the field of laser
communications because of the inherently large bandwidth associated
with , the laser. Many modulation schemes on different types of lasers
have been developed but it is not clear that any one has a definite,
overall advantage. Rather, the modulationscheme to be used, will
depend on the specific application..
Here we report on two schemes for modulating a semiconductor
injection laser, firstly by modulating the 'bias and secondly by
modulating the pressure using ultrasonic waves. In Chapter I we
derive the laser mode frequencies and amplitudes for the unmodulated
laser. In Chapter II the effects of a general time dependent modula-
tion on the laser are considered. Pressure modulation via ultrasonic
waves is described in Chapter III at,, d it is seen that the finite wave-
is
i'
E
4
length of the sound imposes an upper frequency limit on this form of
r:
modulation. Comparison with experiment is also made. In Chapter IV
the same comparison is made for injection modulation. Finally in
Chapter V, high resolution studies are made of the spectral shift of
a pulsed semiconductor laser.
2. The Unmodulated -Semiconductor Laser
Spontaneous emission, in semiconductors, arises when electrons in
the conduction band or a nearby donor state, recombine spontaneously_
with holes in the valence band or an acceptor state, the energy lost by
the electron being emitted as light. The spontaneous emission has a
V	 .
fairly broad frequency range 	 100A for GaAs) and closely follows the
.'z
behavior of the energy gap. 	 Stimulated emission of light occurs, on
r
the other hand, when the transition is aided by the radiation field
, 	 the thresholdpresent.	 From the well-known Statz-de Mars equations 2
f ^
for laser action occurs when the population inversion N th = Bc1 tcl
E
where B	 is the rate of stimulated emission into a single mode and tc	
c
is the lifetime of a photon in the optical cavity.
	 (
1
The frequencies at which the laser will operate are determined
by the (i) resonant frequencies of the optical cavity and (ii) the gain
	 j
at these frequencies.	 The spontaneous emission gives roughly the
spectral shape of the gain of the laser modes so that lasing action
occurs near the peak of the spontaneous emission. 	 In the following
section the laser mode frequencies and amplitudes will be calculated;
for an unmodulated laser.
.:f 3.	 Mode Amplitudes and Frequencies r
In this section we follow the treatment of Zachos and Ripper l in
calculating the amplitudes and resonant frequencies of the laser modes.
We start from the experimental observation that lasing action is not .
- uniform across the laser mirror in the plane of the p-n junction of an
injection laser.	 Instead, the light is broken up into filaments which
a
I	
.a lie along the junction.	 In general, to calculate the mode frequencies
_: -and amplitudes is exceedingly complex due to the randomness of these
filaments.	 The choice of a focusing mechanism in the plane of the
junction is thus difficult. 	 If, however, the electron injection is 	 ;.
h 4confined to an area such that only one filament is present, the problem
is greatly simplified.	 This can be achieved by using lasers of ;"stripe"
E
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geometry* as done in these experiments. (see fig. 1-1)
As a model for confinement of the laser radiation to a filament we
thus assume a variation of the real part of the dielectric constant of
the form
where n is the maximum value of c/eo and where 6  is the dielectric
constant of air, the z direction is the direction of propagation of
the light beam with the mirrors at z = 0 and z = L the x-direction
is perpendicular to the laser junction and y lies in the junction
plane.	 We consider Maxwell's equations for a medium with spatially
ranging dielectric constant'.
}
^r
r
X H	 t ^=	 3
taking the curl of 1-2 and the time derivative of 1-3
o •.	 o ^. t	 cO ^ X , ^-.-r-	 Q	 1
.w
assuming a time dependence e±iwot.
YOE C 1.) W^ E
.y f
>
VV
*Kindly supplied by Dr J. E, Ripper at Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Murray Hill ? New Jersey.
r{
,i
t
The equation to be solved is thus
a^- a (X)^o E = 0	 4-	 tf
We are looking for propagating solutions of the form which decays as x,y
tend to intinity	 .
Z f' (, wo t
E X
i^
1-70
the solutions to the equation are TEM modes where in one case E Ey 	 {
and H Ex while in the other E Ex and H Hy. We can thus solve
6
a scalar equation for E and 1-6 becomes
	
f
QL
i'
x
where
}
rewriting 1-8
r
r
i
the first two terms are functions of x only while the second two are
	
i	
.
functions of y only so bothmust be separately constant. But these }
are just two harmonic oscillator problems
w,
	
s	
_	 .
z
aa
1< k-x)
a
r
letting
 C^ -	 --.......	 ^C
a	 ^XX(CIL)---.^
x
choosing K"a
we f ind
n	 ^;
.t	 Y.	 { x S ^... D	
X0-
^f '` h ` J	 ~r	 'h l x.A
where Hn is the Hermite Polynomial of order n
st	 a similar result may be obtained for Ym
-	
a	 Y
i
The definition of a mode :requires that for say the wave propagating in
Vj	 the +z direction	 t.
-f-
D)	 Oc.^	 L)
this requires
q	 `	
u
}
}By substituting 1-18 into 11-16 we can solve for the _laser frequency 	 £•
r•
a;
1T
_l (_
C oe l +	 t...	 a-,+i
a.n
	
x
a i
-tq
and the laser mode electric field may be written
-^
H
nE
SCAL
 )	 IXt	 ^,
r	 The first term in 1-19 for GaAs is = 8 a 40OX while the second gives a j
small correction ~4A.
This model gives very good agreement with the experimental obser-
vations. For instance by differentiating 1-19 remembering that n is	 i
_a function of frequency, the mode separation for low-order transverse
modes where	 1
a ahtr} ► 	 << `	 I al
is given by
_. ►.., ate. t L... A n 4 a	 1 —oZoZ
a	 Tr4
gyp,	 ^•..
A	 P
f
Longitudinal mode separation gives`
Il i 	 .
r^ L
While transverse mode separation are given by
T
all x
l
df " y
i
f
lnese values agree well with those observed experimentally. For the
' lasers used L	 380u, and ne = 5.2.	 The values xe and ye have been
measuredl as typically Xe = 17p and 'Y,,6 = 1400p. This figures give a
.a:
longitudinal mode separation of 1.8A while the transverse mode separa-
tions are given by
1
C a ^^ ! 3 ^^	 o*h - a.,,
and
w. respectively.
Neglect of the term
-0(0•E) on the right-hand side of 1-5 can be
	
s„
shown to lead to neglect of terms of order
	
2n 
and
	
Zm 
with respect to
k^P	 kye
unity.	 Using the values given above and X = 0.84p we find
f
^i 36 X10 
h x—IL
and	 Ie
iWA	 X 10
thus justifying the assumption mode.
i
The model used above for calculating the mode structure of an
	 {
unmodulated semiconductor postulates a dielectric constant which has
a maximum at the junction and decreases 6yj either side thus acting
as a waveguide for the light produced.
	 Both the unperturbed cavity
mode amplitude and frequencies have been calculated and shown to
give good agreement with experimental observations on the laser spec-
	 f
= trum.	 The laser mode amplitudes will be used to calculate the effects
-	 t
of pressure modulation-on the laser in Chapter III.
t'
-18-
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CHAPTER 11
MODULATION OF THE COMPLEX DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
1.	 Time Dependent Modulation of the Comdex Dielectric Constant
In Chapter I the mode amplitudes and frequencies for the unmodulated
laser were calculated.These are now used as the starting point in calcu-
lating the effect on the laser amplitudes and frequencies of modulating
the complex dielectric constant.It will be seen that modulation of the
real part of the dielectric constant gives rise to frequency modulation
while modulation of the imaginary part leads to amplitude modulation.
I!
In the section which follows,it is assumed that the laser mode amplitudes
are orthonormal and only a time variation in the modulated component of the
1
complex dielectric constant is considered.In Chapter III, for pressure
r modulation,we shall consider a modulation of the form	 Cos
! Consider Maxwell 's equations'
V	 1
-	
v\	 II
+	 1H	 S +	 D	 - 1'
write	 1)	 ^.
where E is complex to take into account gain in the system and
ft
where G
	
accounts for losses. 1
: l
Write the electric and magnetic fields as a sum of normal modes
I
E = -
	 .r..a^^^-5
^	 r ^o	Ya
f
Where
	 f is the real part of the dielectric constant and E a and'oa
av
are given in Chapter T.
-20-	 A
Note,
	
rtV X ^^^
o.	 a.	 CL.
h ^: 1-1 ^, =
	 ,V x E
From 2-•1 we get
PO
 Y a.
FF02c71b)
a-v
From 2-2 and using 2-7
2.	 ry	 ••.-^w 6 q^lt)E(V)	 Z ti^' c-' C r6
^l o	 ,l ` f	 •/ f c
take the dot product of 2-9 with Eb
 and integrate using orthonormality
^.r7	
.^ ^	
•r7	 -•.7
q fir)	
a
E &6^)
 
COL 	r^3_
a^. ^	 fa	 b
-..;I
...^.,,	 qw) d r cr r^  ki) • EsIz  j4 b
pwr 16(t) =
Fa 
^ Cb +C b1
wb 	J
.f
.9
y
x
Pti^t} FVP^b _ Cb	 a, 16
	
s	 Then Equation 2-8 becomes
F
Cb   Cb	 Wb Cb Cb	 a^^7
and 2-14 becomes
	
wb f C b -^„ C' 1	 - i S^br^^ '` ~ t.	 Cb]	 a	 ^r
s	 A
i
(C"bb
,x
	
P 	
i,
Let us assume that a.and the modulated components of a are independent
of position. Then the-terms S and T
	
y
v
ab	 Tab Which couple the modes, decouple
a
i
ab	 s46
	
a-ate
E^
.F14v
further assume
	 G'^ lf) =	 To" + 67(t)
	
C)	 - Z
EO 	 (40
^v
Fqv^^ 1-23 Lip)
-22-
Then 2-19 becomes neglecting terms of order n M and _ m
compared to unity
e	 nkye
'i	 t
•
=e (Cb*
	 e ♦ C) _ act)
^v	 "AV	 t
'EA V	 b - a^ F ( b b
wb ^cr	 E^ct) c* + ^ w -^ i c e) LIb	 -	 b	 b	 -t 	 i) CbCb AY f j^v	 EA„ A	 i
t	 b	
'^	 :-26
	
r 1	
`^
adding and subtracting 2-17 we'ff-ind
,, c4^ t a'^t) ^ f t f)
C b	 b a E	 Cla ^bg7'( + f W cb +Av a fA^ 
	 AW
	
r	 Av	 ^
	
sI	 '
z-27
b {	 Cb	 , _ Cb
^^ 3,	
s
l=
2-Z10	 5
we may write
	
;
r}
where a is related to the gain. Then we have
r	 •	 .	
-...	 ^	
-. `-S.	 ._	
•	
fir"LI 2 ^^ = ,, t 41b + Go t i f, Cb + Got ! F,, Cb .^ 6 Zb t r^	 i Cb3 	 £A3
	
i	 2-31
ri + °^ C
	
C b +	 Cb	 Cb +^ ,L Cb
L	 t	 cc 	 ^f
	
,. r.
	
2 E^^ b
	 ^' FAY	 ^ LAV	 ^ ^!V	 ~ £^
{
-	
1.
L b-36
a ex
a--37then
r•CO tY^
L 1 fw b	 -- 4 Qb 7 C' , ^, Cb —raw ♦ c
Cb
•	 x-35
FAr	 --	 b	 '44 C46
Choose y so that
r_
2 f	 F	
r	
^F	 t^'	 aw	 ^^ ^,
	 1..	 sue, 3 f	 ^
if we put in 2-37
'A) b «^..) Wb	 then	 --+^
and we have
r ^^	 r
	
^	 t
=fw	 b -e	 f
fAV
Lot
2 4W	
'4 let cop
a3.. fz ^- 8
1.'
_	 w	 2 F„V
_	 f
L
y.
f
i
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and
.,^	
^i tit t .^(Y '_ 7^ f♦DEL
EA 	b	 -	 —.--^ (-^^ti ^.^ _ r -cat ^z) .rt	 Jl
	
1	 -^- r i. of + E z
	 4J b . G"d + Y .^„ `o t ^' t
bNw	 ^ F
	
^	 ,^ . fly	
^. ^r+^/,	 t
a--40	
i.
! Y
	R	 Since we have assumed that Db
 is slowly varying.we can neglect the last
4 r
t two terms in 2-39 and write
	
^^ r t Ali	 ---^T. (t. w'. + rIp ti,+	 6i t f t
to first order in £2 and a1 we have	 ^=
	
,,	 t
T	
t[
♦, F,w	 Fay	 . E,^3
IL OL
.(^Wbt
f
3
i4dV	 ^£A3 ""`^^ \	 24 ^ > ^f £t	 oft ^ .. £	 r '
z
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For a solution which does not either grow or decay exponentially with
time we must have
	
.__.CO 	 --^ Y
	
a - `4 6
X117
	
j`(t
f`	
F
This implies from 2-37 that
OL
i
''	 crt, Wb 	 ^'
j
	
y 11	
_IL
•	 C b ..«
	 ^3 	 t	 ac i	
b L
-^(7A	 4 g
	
1	
_ ^^	
/ 	^ jam^	
f+
.. r 1	 ^ 1	 1 s /
Thus we see that if we modulate the complex dielectric constant the laser
	
t
j	 modes are both amplitude and frequency modulated. We must now examine 	 #
the quantities in 2-49.	 )
2. Relationship Between the Real and Imaginary Parts of the Dielectric Constant
In general the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant
^rare related via the Kramer-Kronig relation. Thus in 2-49, the modulation
components may not be chosen arbitrarily. In order to examine the connection
.°
between them we assume that the displacement and electric field E are
	 j.
linearly related.- The most general linear relationship between and E 	 {u
° s
	
	
may be written2
f'
f 
	 -
where f (T) describes the properties of the medium and the displacement
depends on the values of the electric field at previous times. Furthermore,
by requiring that real electric fields give' real displacements f (-r) must be
v
a
real. Taking the Fourier transform of 2,50
0 E co)
Hence the most general form of the complex dielectric constant is given
by
60 J	 ^ So
note that 2-51 gives the relationship for real w
E t' ``'	 2 - 5 3
writing
2
_3
IN
o	
rA
If f(T) is Pow changed to f(T) + Af(T) then the same analysis applies
	
with a new dielectric constant
	 #-
	
^	 r
Cw,	 €'Cw j + 4 Lw) f- { E w) + a E'W)) '
 
57 Cb) ^.
	
:.:.	
thus
	
7
	
. 
	ova 	
1:
.	 ^ ^ Cw) - J Q ^^) 4S w^ ^ ^
	 z -^^
	
t,,
..	 r
	
.t	
f(r
v.
	
S,	 L-C)	 y
applying the Fourier transform to 2,58 and 2-59
s
T ^^^ ^ 2 ^ S '^) 3	 d w ^-	 ^ w^.^	 z, G o
}
E
{
F,
jr
jJ
-•? 7_
f,
.j making use of
a
and
If
1E (to
a {
i
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It can be seen that there are two components to Af(T).
	 The first comes
from modulation of the real part of the dielectric constant while the 1
second comes from modulation of the imaginary part of the dielectric
constant.	 Since in this experiment an external modulation at a frequency
wm is imposed, it must be that l'
L^E QW) = 	 4 £% ES Cw
	
Q.,) 	 w -w 2-6 ^
a
U	 Cwt _	 o E , l s ( w -w-) -
	
(_4j _w-,)^	 — 66 s
so that
1k ^i	 ^^-^ _	 a E	 cos w,1, r	 }	 r1 
E // s yV1 w,	 vir	 G 7I
} Thus we note the important result that the modulation of the real and
imaginary parts of the dielectric constant are out of phase by H/2.	 This
fact makes a profound difference to the spectrum of the modulated laser.
It will be seen that it leads to an asymmetry between the high and ,low
frequency sidebands while if the components were modulated in phase no
asymmetry would result.
The conclusions reached here apply very generally to materials
whose properties are modulated in some manner.	 The assumptions made are {
only (i) a linear relationship between the displacement and electric field :
and (ii) real electric fields give rise to real displacements
j ,1 :
There are three main contributions to the distributed losses in a
r1
•. 1
semiconductor laser: (a) interband absorption, (b) free carrier absorp-
tion and (c) scattering by optical inhomogeneities in the active region
of the laser. The two other main losses are (i) loss of light from the
N
mirrors and (ii) diffraction losses. First we consider interband absorp-
tion and show how it can lead to a net gain.
Consider Schrodinger's equation in the presence of an electric
field for an electron in a crystal.
^l 	 r^
C	 + v< , t.......... C Yk)W? C.
where V(r) is the crystalline potential, p and 6 are the momentum and spin
operatures respectively, A is the vector potential of the electric field,
e and m are the electric charge and mass,T and care Plank's constant _divided
by 2H and the velocity of light, E k is the energy eigen value.,
are the Bloch functions
i, Ito
•	 , ?! Yk
Re-writing 2-68 and dropping the A 2
 term
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and
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is the Hamiltonian for the el
field. The only term in 2-70
states is
V (;:D + ^	 ( q V	 7 ZL
4bltc
ectron in the absence of an applied electric
which can cause transitions between two
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For a plane wave we may write 
H — R	 A o le.7`f
A	 x_75
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The first term causes transitions upward while the second term causes 4
	transitions downward. The time dependence;	 p	 ce will ensure energy conservation
f
	in the transition._ Considering only upward transitions and noting that,
	
r
since the electric field is transverse
Vft	 7W
the rate of transition is given by
N
i
i'
LE) al-74AO	 41
where p(E) is the member of states for which Em E
i
 lies between Hw and
nw+dE. The total stimulated transition rate upwards is thus given by4
^Ir .e.
	
(eat)
2 _ga
where the sum is over valence bands and spin• f(E c ) is the occupation probability
of a state at energy E c
 in the conduction band and f(Ev) is the probability
of occupation in the valence band. Then net stimulated transiton rate is
thus
fr
r
`i i
'N
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is the poynting vector
	 G,
a	 a
£ w	 ^,W%
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1-87
where a  is a unit vector in the direction of polarization of the electric.
The matrix element connecting the conduction and valence bands may be cal-
culated using Kane's theory  applied to GaAs. The Hamiltonian in 2-72 is
used in the Schrodinger equation for an electron in the crystal, and we
obtain
2 »1	 ^
M	
A
is 	 ^f4	 A
If the spin orbit coupling is neglected, 2-88 can be solved for a conduction:
band withr symmetry and a valence band with 1 symmetry using the basis
1	 15	 €.
function iS for the conduction band and X, Y, Z for the valence bands,
-i
r	 ^
Writing:
E	 P- 4 V
Ca
s
`	 a
s	
`
^^-91	
1and
m
^nl ^► 	 y ^e.	 of = ^Ci	o -f-
4x4  determinant-may be solved 'exactly
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at k=0 these give a triply degenerate valence band at EF and a conduction
band at Es .When the spin-orbit terms are taken into account, an W
secular determinant must be solved.However, the spin-orbit energy is not
-2 -_ 	>
diagonal in the L,S representation and the basis must be changed to the J
J
representation.The problem is
combinatiom of gave functions
r ^ s }, Lcx^^^r^ T ? ^.^,^
Ji
If now k is chosen in the a d
further simplified by choosing the following
for the basis :
irection and the last term on the left-hand
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"
	r	 Returning to 2-87, we can now calculate the absorption coefficient
.S
t	 under two assumptions. 4
 The first applies for pure materials involving
	
{y	 band-to-band transitions. Here the wave-functions may be written as
Bloch functions and hence P vanishes unless the initial and final states
ahave the same k value (neglecting k opt ). In this case the density of
states in 2-87 is the joint density of states connecting the conduction
P	 -
band with the valence bands. f
=) t . t = k w
Note that the split-off band cannot be connected in this way for light 	 P
energy close to the energy gap
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r `ar	 averaging the matrix element over polarization of the incident light and
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noting that spin is unchanged in a dipole transition we find
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in Cgs units. Here it has been assured f(E c)=1 and f(E^)=0. Taking f ob
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Equation 2-108 assumes that the transitions involved are band-to-band.
E
-?	 In junction lasers, however, the impurity concentrations are high so that
	 ^.
this assumption is not true. Instead, transitions involve an acceptor and
r
possibly a donor state. In general, calculation of matrix elements for
such transitions is very complex. We thus assume that the transitions
involved are from a is conduction band (applicable for GaAs) to a hydro
f:
genic acceptor level. Since an acceptor level is involved, the k-selection
j;
rule no longer applies because the wave-functions involved will be modified. 	 ^'4
In general the matrix element for a transition is a complicated function of 	 !
energy and so the assumption is made that the matrix element is the same
for all initial and final states. Finally, for large concentrations, such
f
as occur in junction lasers the impurity levels mere with the band edges.J	 ^	 P	 y	 g	 g	 i
t
This effect may be approximated by a rigid shift of the bands toward the
u
center of the gap and ^a change in the effective mass. The wave-function
^a(r^ for an acceptor level may be written in terms of the valence band 	 I
6	 }functions i V (X, r)'	 ^-
01 COO
a
where
* 3Iz
CLaOL)= `dn l v 3
and V is volume of the crystal over which the wave-functions are nomalized
10
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Here_Eg is the effective energy gap in the material. From the measured''
acceptor energy of 34 mev, m* is given by
	
s	 ^ M
from ;which	
#
,
*M	 0 . 39 -^,	 - 11	 {
where we have used K 12.5. Using this in 2-110 we find
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S here is given in cm 1 and energies in electron volts. Figure 2-1
shows a graph of equation 2-113 at T = 0°K. The case (F
P
-Ev) = 1.23
(Fn-Ec ) is chosen to correspond to the experimental situation and the
graph is plotted as a function of S = E-E	 We may thus writeF
s
1
y
2if X 10 6 F - c 	C S"^^^	 '`
t
at T = 0°K where F(6) is given in figure 2-1 and is a universal function
for a given ratio of Fn-Ec to FP-Ev. For low energies E-Eg<(Fn-Ec),
--E ) we have Sti E-E ) 2(F	 ^	 , however the assumption
P v	
( g
	
As (E-Eg} increases	 tp
of no 'k-selection rule should becomes less valid and at high energies,
x	 where transitions are band-to-band, we should expect Sti(E-E ) 1/2 as in	 t
g
2-106.
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Consider first pressure modulation. The effect of pressure on a semi-
conductor is firstly to shift the energy gap of the material and secondly
to change the dielectric constant which depends on the energy gap. The
change in the dielectric constant changes the resonance conditions for the
laser modes and hence the mode frequencies must shift in order to maintain
resonance. Along with the shift in energy gap is a rigid shift in Fermi
levels so that their positions relative to the band edges remain fixed.
For pure material the main contribution to the change in the gain arises
through the different pressure derivatives of the modes and energy gap as
may be seen in 2-106. We thus obtain
C1	 e
.MMr^.+
a P 	 t
!
Using 1-19 and neglecting the change in cavity length with pressure'
i-
a
thus	 € {
d ^^
	 a
. NRO
.	
a P
In general we can write
s
Assuming that the change is entirely due to a shift in the absorption edge
iVin♦ 	
i.
_
^	 ^	 •°'
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using n=3.59 and'
	 = 1.935
Further- using the valve d- p = 11 	 10 6 evjatm, and 2-108
C Ls	 4.. 5 x to3 c ^,,;
For diodes, however, from 2-113 and 2-115 it can be seen that pressure acts
on the gain only through the term E-E , theq uasi-Fermi levels remainingg
fixed.	 Since the laser modes will be located at the maximum of the gain,
-j the change in F(8) will be negligible and hence S will be unaffected by
pressure.	 Thus, while for pure material pressure will give a measurable
x
r modulation to the gain, for diodes no such modulation should be observable.
i Secondly we consider the case of modulation of the injection a diode.
Increasing the bias has no effect on the energy gap but serves to increase }'
the distance of the quasi-Fermi levels from the band edges.
	 The corresponding
case for pure material would be to increasethe pumping intensity in an
optically pumped laser.
	 From 2-106 and 2-108 for pure material
i
r
V	 2 `t w =t$ j	 d v ^T.^
^.
l
I,
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while for diodes, assuming the the applied voltage does not change the
ratio (F-E)/(E-Fn c	 n p),
V	 A V
Verification of equations 2-124 through 2-126 for pure material was not
,performed. However, both pressure and injection modulation were performed
on diodes. The results of these experiments are reported in Chapter III
I	 ^
and Chapter IV.
	 +:
5.	 Free Carrier Absorption
One of the main losses in a semiconductor laser, particularly at high
F
doping levels, is that due to free carrier absorption. Unlike the other -
losses mentioned in section three' namely, (i) scattering by optical inhuome-
geneities; (ii) diffraction losses; and (iii) loss of light from the end
mirrors, the free carrier absorption will be modulated by modulating the
injection although not by ultrasonic waves.
The transitions involved are those from hole states in the valence
band to electron states higher in the valence band and similarly from
electron states in the conduction band to hole states higher in the conduct..
i	 '-
^ob ba% ,The absorption coefficient for these types of transitions may be
approximated by the Drude-Zener formula3,
2 -	 y
3 JJr
2•^t^
where T is the scattering time, a is the wavelength in mirrors, Ne and*Np
are the number of electrons and holesy, p is the mobility in cros/sec, m*
c
is the conduction band mass at the Fermi level and m* the valence band
effective mass averaged over valence bands. While 2-128 gives a value for
R
L
i
' 	
T	 x v'YY
injection will change this absorption coefficient by changing the number
of free carriers in the active region of the laser. Since the observed
free carrier absorption is very approximately given by8 Sfc
	
3x10-18
times the number of carriers, most of the absortpion in the lasers used
is due to holes and thus
K a
 
't v V
Assuming that the ratio E)(F -Ev)/(Fri is not changed by the applied volt.
-^ ayt p	
c
tc- d (F^ • t^ ^,-^	 o
E'
This value must be subtracted from 2-127 to obtain the net modulation to be
Jfor the case of sinusoidal modulation and remembering the phase difference
between the real and imaginary parts of the modulated dielectric constant,
`•	 E - Q ^ cvS ^s C- 	^-13^.	 ^.k
we write
Z -13S1b)	 tOj	 Q 0` S ^. WS t	 ^
C tab, r -	 sr•. r + ^.^ cosh 	 coy r-. 
it	 b	 _ 
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The last two terms in the exponential in 2-136 represent a very small
amplitude modulation due to the real part of the dielectric constant and
r.	 t.
a very small frequency modulation due to the imaginary part of E. Since S.
*y
	
	 Ae	 ^Aa	
10-5 for injection modulation and pressure modulation, via
ultrasonic waves, we can neglect these two terms and using 2-16 write
A-13cl
,
where nmq (r) is given by the spatial part of 1-20. Equation 2-139 thus 	 t
shows that the mode electric field are frequency modulated by the real	 r
X;	 part of the dielectric constant and amplitude modulated by the imaginary
'
	
	
part. -Using the results of section 2-4 and 2- 5 we may relate ma to measur-
able quantities thus
t.
'	 G	 U	 "^ C3fc..JL 1 4^ 0
For pressure modulation in diode lasers ma = 0.while,
y
1,y
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For pressure modulation in diode lasers ma = 0 while,
10'm
	
	
a
WS 2Eo P
Since for GaAs no reliable measurements of 2_6 for uni-.axial stress have 	 I;
been made, we assume it is one-third of the hydrostatic value. 9 ' 10 Then
33 ° O P
fs
	 1  is	 MHz
P tS	 Atw
When modulation is performed via the injection, the value of ma will
depend on the biasing point, as will that of mf.
I
7.	 Conclusions
The effect of an arbitrary time-dependent modulation of both the real
	
I
'y„►3 =
and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant on a semiconductor laser
x	
has been considered. It has been shown that modulation of the real part
of the dielectric constant gives rise to frequency modulation while modula-
tion of the imaginary part results in amplitude modulation. Furthermore,
it has been shown, quite generally, that the modulations of the real and
3	 ,
imaginary parts of the dielectric constant are out of phase by R/2. The
	 t
use of pressure as a modulator.has been shown to give rise to pure frequency,
modulation (i.e. pressure has no effect in tYe gain) for diode lasers while
a
for pure crystals the change in the gain is sufficient to give measureable
amplitude modulation as well. Linder modulation of the injection for a diode
-laser or modulation of the pumping power intensity for an optically pumped
-
crystal.  Both frequency and amplitude modulation will be present.
ii
r.
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CHAPTER III
k	 Pressure Modulation
	
°n	 1.	 Introduction r
In Chapter II the effects of a time dependent modulation of the complex
dielectric constant on the laser modes were deduced. It was seem that this	 I
lead, in general, to both an amplitude and frequency modulation -- the 	
r
amplitude modulation arising from changes in the gain, while frequency
modulation arose from perturbations in the real part of the dielectric
constant. In this chapter, the finite wavelength of the ultrasonic waves 	 }
t
used'to modulate the laser is taken into account. Since it was deduced in
Chapter II that for diode lasers, the change in gain with pressure was
negligible only variations in the real part of the dielectric constant are
	
v'I	
considered here."
Following the treatment of Ripper l we solve for the laser mode frequen-
cies using a quasistatic approximation. Starting with the unperturbed laser
mode frequencies and amplitudes given by equations 1-19 and 1-20 respectively,
	
.j	 I
`	 we use first order perturbation theory to solve for the laser frequencies , .	 r
it
A quasistatic approximation is valid providing the lifetime T of the photon
P	 #
in the cavity is short compared to the period Tm = 1 of the perturbation.
m
Since, typically, Tp 	 10-12 secs and, for the modulating frequencies used,
vm < 109 cps, Tm > 10 9 secs. Thus this condition was satis fied and a quasiF
x
static approximation Justified.
It is assumed that the dielectric constant in the presence of ultrasonic
r
waves may be written
A
..
W '^ F i- --^ -	 + 4£ coS C wi t t 1sx)C^
where wS;
 
and ,gs
 are the modulating angular frequency and wave number. The
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first term is just the unperturbed dielectric constant which was used in
Chapter I to calculate the laser mode frequencies and amplitudes. The
second term is the modulation produced by the ultrasonic waves. The
direction of propagation of the waves x is perpendicular to the direction
of propagation of the laser electric field. Solving for the new mode
frequencies we find
_2 3
^hth r r^ 4 ^ • ^as^wSt+IS.X) 
a 9r-t
where V is the volume of the cavity..
y
The result, given in reference 1 is
fwhere	 (x) is given from 1-20 by
mq
[* Y cos -1n	 3-^
and
^(
Using the well-known bessel function expansion 3-7 may be written
E. 4.1=^t^ = !'. lr^	 c^ (1►r^ cos n ^^^ P^S^
Thus we see, from 3-10, that the effect of modulating the real part of the
dielectric constant is to produce a set of sidebands on either side of the
carrier frequency which are separated from each other by the modulating
frequency vs and which have amplitudes governed by the bessel functions !}	 t
Jp (mf).	 Note that in the limit of low frequency ku } 0 0 3-10 agrees with I
2- 137 and the modulation index is given by
4 E
	 w^ti	 3 -,
a E, 	 s.
Assuming that dp for ur^^itial pressure is one third of the hydrostatic
pressure2' 3 value we find
it
., r	 s
r++	 A r K+
where P is the ultrasonic pressure in atmospheres and v	 is in MHz.s
The perturbation in the dielectric constant also introduces some mode
.
mixing from modes of different n." However, provided Ae<<n2EO
S
th	 is shown in reference l to bevery small. 	 For ultrasonic waves
'h t
so that no mode mixing could.be  observed.
r
4..+^
i-;
1
w
2. ExReriment
1I
1
-	 l
A gallium arsenide laser of the "stripe" geometry* was bonded with
indium onto one end of a sapphire rod which was one quarter of an inch in
diameter and one quarter of an inch long. The top surface of the rod, to
which the laser was bonded, had a thin gold layer evaporated onto it so 	 l
that the indium solder would adhere to it. The laser was mounted p-side
down	 on the sapphire and the junction depth from the top of the p-side
was 2.5p.	 The p-side was gold coated so that the laser could be soldered.
_
On the bottom surface of the sapphire, a 10MHz or 30MHz quartz transducer 1
with coaxial plating was bonded using non-aq solution to ensure efficient
transmission of the ultrasonic waves across the quartz.-sapphire interface. {
The sapphire rod was clamped around its circumference by two pieces of OFHC
copper as shown in f igure 3-1. 	 The top contact of	 via. a 1
3 mil gold wire indium soldered to"the n n side of the laser and running to a
stand-off mounted on the copper block and thence to a microvolt connector.
The p-side of the laser was grounded to the copper block by applying conducting ^.
silver paint between the gold layer on the sapphire and the block itself. 	 A
coaxially shielded connection was made to the transducer via a modified BNC
` connector as shown in figure 3-1.	 The transducer was cemented in place using
silver paint which also served to ensure a common ground between the trans-
ducer and copper block.	 A teflon sleeve whose inside diameter was equal to
r.
that of the center contact of the transducer and whose outside diameter was
}
r
equal to that of the sapphire rod, was placed ontop of the transducer and
acted as a .-JUiJe for -a spring contact which was pressure bonded to the center
of the transducer.	 The outside shield of the transducer gr011^d connection
i
could slide in a trombone fashion so that the spring connection could be made z
*
Kindly	 up lied by Dr. Ripper at Bell Telephone Labs., Murray Hill, NJ.y	 pp ^(see fig. l-1) 3
f,
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r
and then the ground connection slid over it and soldered to the copper block.
The block was then screwed and soldered to another piece of copper designed,
as shown in figure 3-1, so that the whole assembly could be brought in con-
t
tact with a copper cold finger for operation at liquid nitrogen or liquid I
helium temperatures.
Figure 3-2 shows a diagram of the experimental apparatus.	 The laser
was operated cw using a Trygon Model T50-2 power supply. 	 The transducer
was excited using either a Hewlett Packard Model 608C signal generator and
y.j
a Boonton Radio Model 230A power amplifier or an Airborne Instruments
Laboratories Model 125 power signal source. 	 The sound waves generated in
`9 # the transducer travelled through the sapphire rod to the laser mounted on
the other side.	 Sapphire was chosen because (i) it is a good heat sink for a:'
the laser and (ii) it has good acoustic conduction properties. 	 The frequency
modulated output from the GaAs laser was passed through a confocal lens and
f
through a Fabry-Perot interferometer. 	 Two interferometers were used ; 	 One,
which had flat mirrors and could be pressure scanned, had a free spectral
range of 1GHz while the other, Tropel Model 7600 with spherical mirror, was i
piezoelectrically scanned and had-a free spectral range of 7.5 GHz.	 Light
leaving the flat Fabry-Perot interferometer was focussed using a 50 cros lens. .
tx
A pinhole was placed at the focal point of the lens and a photomultiplier
x placed behind the pinhole, used to detect the light.	 Single frequency .}.
coherent light passing through the flat Fabry-Perot interferometer, produces
` rings in the focal plane of the 50 cros lens corresponding to the discrete
transmission angles of the interferometer. 	 The interferometer was scanned
by evacuating it and slowly filling it with nitrogen gas.	 This changes the
refractive index between the interferometer mirrors and hence the transmission
angles. 	 Light parallel to the axis of the interferometer will be transmitted
only when the optical distance between mirrors is an integral number of half
---f
wavelengths. Thus, the light detected by the photomultiplier, for a single
frequency when the interferometer was scanned, consisted of a series of peaks
spaced by a distance corresponding to the free spectral range (1 GHQ: 2).
When the laser was modulated, additional peaks appeared which corresponded
to the sideband frequencies. When the spherical Fabry-Perot interferometer
was used, the light was detected using a silicon photodiode placed on axis
behind the rear mirror, since interference of the light in the interferometer
takes place at the mirrors. The signal from the detectors was fed directly
to a 1A7 plug-in on a 547 oscilloscope. The output of the scanned inter-
ferometer could be seen on the oscilloscope. For the pressure scanned inter-
ferometer, the oscilloscope trace was free run, while for the piezoelectrically
"	 f scanned interferometer, the mirror was driven from the sawtooth output of theI
r;
oscilloscope which was synchronized to the x-axis.
	
Graphs of the fd^►^y_('e.ro(^	 tt
output could be obtained on a Moseley 7035B X-Y recorder by applying the output 	 P	 A
of the plug-in to the Y-axis and the sawtooth to the X-axis.
Operation at 4.2°K or 77°K was achieved by using a Janis helium dewar
;. with an optical tail.	 The cold finger cooling method was used. 	 Whenever
Y.' possible, the laser was kept continuously at 77°K except when operation at
liquid heliura temperature was desired.
	 This prevented unnecessary cycling
between coon temperature ° and nitrogen temperature which adversely affects the
operation of the lasers.
	 Operation at 77°K could also be achieved by using
a wide._-movAthl.dewar flask, 	 The laser assembly was mounted on a big copper rod
which was partially immersed in the liquid nitrogen.
	
Frosting of the laser
'.' was prevented by placing an inverted, optical dewar-flask over the laser
assembly and rod.
}
3.	 Results
-: Equation 3-10 shows-that when a semiconductor laser is modulated via ultra-
.
s
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i s
sonic waves, a set of sidebands appear. 	 The amplitudes of the sidebands are
governed by Bessel functions while their spacing in frequency is equal to the
`. modulating frequency	 vs.	 Thus for a single mode laser, the output of
the scanned Fabry-Perot interferometer should consist of a series of peaks	 i
spaced a distance	 vs
 from each other.
	
If the instrumental width of the
interferometer is greater than the modulating frequency, then only the
.^ F
envelope of the sidebands will be observed.
	
Figure 3-3 shows a picture of
the ring pattern produced after passing a single mode GaAs laser beam
through a Fabry-Perot interferometer.
	
In figure 3-3(a), where no sound 	 {
r
` modulation is applied, each ring corresponds to the discrete transmission
f
t
angle of the interferometer for a particular frequency.	 When sound is
applied, the rings broaden as shown in figure 3-3(b). 	 For these pictures,
^
p
a modulating frequency of 30 MHz was used and the experimental arrangement
of the sample holder was different from that described in section 3-2.
Instead of the sound waves travelling through sapt. 'h`Lre to the laser, they
were passed through copper.
	 It was noticed that whereas at 10 MHz the rings
,. could be broadened so that they overlapped, at 30 MHz the maximum broadening
attained was that shown in figure 3-3(b).
	
The decrease in the frequency,
deviation may be attributed to the increased acoustic attenuation in copper
s
between 10 MHz and 30 MHz which resulted 'in a smaller acoustic pressure 
c
reaching the laser crystal,
	 The maximum frequency deviation attained at
10 MHz was of the order of 1 GHz corresponding to _a modulation index of
100 and an acoustic pressure of 3 atmospheres. 	 Figure 3-4 shows an inter-
ferometer
	 when modulation at 10 MHz was applied.	 Figure 3-4(a) shows
the scan when no sound was applied, figure 3-4(b) when 42 volts was applied
to the transducer and figure 3-4(c) when the applied voltage was 75 volts,
^'' In figure 3-4(b) some broadening of the rings can be seen while in figure
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3-4(c) the rings are broadened so much that they almost cross and hence the
intensity is fairly uniform. In order to observe the individual sidebands,
the modulating frequency was raised to 150 MHz and the sample holder was
changed so that the sound waves did not travel through copper and hence
become attenuated. Figure 3-5 shows interferometer scans at 	 vs = 150 MHz
and various transducer voltages V. 	 Figure 3-5(a) shows the scan for the
r:
unmodulated laser i.e. V=O.	 Figure 3-5(b)
f
corresponds to a modulation
index mf=1.9.
	 Here the carrier frequency is almost zero and the first side- 	 f.
t
bands are nearing a maximum and the second are clearly visible. In figure
i A 3-5(c) at mf=2.4, the carrier is completely suppressed and the first side-
bands are a maximum.	 The second sidebands are now approaching their maximum
,j while the third sidebands have appeared. The first sidebands are completely
suppressed at a modulation index mf=3.9 as can be seen in figure 3-5(d).
A picture of the theoretical behavior of the sidebands is given in
f !	 s
figure 4-2(a).	 One point of difference in the observed spectra, between
1.
T^
pressure modulation and injection modulation is that for pressure modulation
(pure frequency modulation), there is symmetry about the carrier frequency
{ while for injection modulation, the inherent amplitude modulation causes an r
asymmetry in the sideband pattern.
	
This will be seen in Chapter IV. 	 Side-
band patterns for modulation indices up to 6 were obtained. 	 However, at
these high frequency deviations, considerable overlap occurred between the
high frequency sidebands of one interferometer ring and the low frequency
sidebands of the adjacent one. 	 Figure 3-6(a) shows a plot of carrier }
i4
intensity versus transducer voltage compared with the theoretical variation< 
o
J .	 Figures 3-6(b),	 (c); and (d) show similar plots for the first, second, i
and third sidebands. 	 As can be seen, the fit is very close to the theoretical
variations J2 J2	 and J2 res ectvel	 indcatn	 that very little distortion1f	 2'	 3	 P	 y	 g	 y
is present.	 Particularly for the second and third sidebands, corrections were
y
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made to allow for the overlap mentioned at the higher modulation indices.
The modulation index was measured as follows: The variation of the side-
bands with transducer voltage was noted as shown in figures 3-6. In particular,
the voltage at which the maxima and minima of the nth sideband occurred
was noted. The value of mf
 at which Jnh has its maxima and minima is known
and was plotted against the measured voltage. Figure 3-7 shows such a 	 t
plot. The relationship between m  and transducer voltage is linear since
both are proportional to the acoustic pressure. The highest modulation
index attained was 6 corresponding to a frequency deviation of 900 MHz and
an acoustic pressure of 2.7 atmospheres.
In order to be certain that modulation was occurring via pressure
rather than via injection modulation due to pickup from the transducer
lead onto the laser bias lead, the following measurements were made:-
firstly, the sideband pattern was observed and found to contain little
or no asymmetry about the carrier frequency. As discussed in Chapter IV,	 _e
when modulation was applied via the injection, considerable asymmetry was 	 r
f
detectable Secondly, the voltage in the laser bias lead could be monitored 	 f
a
	
	 E
using a spectrum analyzer tuned to the modulating frequency. Either no
voltage was measurable down to a few microvolts which would be insufficient
to produce the noted modulation, or the voltage measured was too small.
That thiswas so was checked by purposely introducing modulation onto the
F
bias lead and noting the observed modulation for a :given voltage. Thirdly,
by measuring the total laser intensity with a photodetector, as described`
in Chapter IV, no amplitude modulation was measurable on the spectrum analyzer
at frequency deviations where it could easily be 'observed when the injection
was modulated. = Co-axial cabling and shielding was used on the transducer lead
so that it was completely shielded. On the laser lead, co-axial cabling
Y,
70—
' was used up to the microdot connector mentioned in section 3-2. 	 Consider-
able care was taken in properly grounding all equipment and where necessary,
double shielding was used.
	
Fifthly, a laser was operated cw using the
arrangement described in section 3-2. 	 In order for ultrasonic waves generated
in the transducer to reach the laser, they had to travel through the sapphire
{
rod.	 Modulation was observed in the interferometer when a voltage was
applied across the transducer.
	 Next, a thin piece of cardboard was placed
between the transducer and the sapphirerod to prevent any ultrasonic waves
=. from reaching the laser.
	 The transducer was cemented in place with silver ?
paint and, the sample holder assembled as before.
	 No modulation was observed
when the same voltage was applied to the transducer.
	 Also, when the active
area of the transducer was not exactly under the laser, no modulation was
observed.
4.	 Conclusions -	
^l
The experiment described above shows that when an injection laser is
modulated via ultrasonic waves, sidebands are generated at multiples of the r
•;,'^ modulating frequency from the carrier.	 These sidebands closely follow the
30
behavior expected from a laser which is frequency modulated but contains no 4	 '
amplitude modulation.	 The modulation index showed the expected-linear
f
relationship with the transducer voltage.
	
Experiments were performed to i.
All
show that it was, in fact,;pressure from the ultrasonic waves which caused
= the observed modulation.
` Since pressure does provide a means for obtaining pure frequency modul-
ation, an injection laser modulated via ultrasonic waves could be used in
1
an optical FM communications system. 	 'The maximum useable center frequency
has a limitation imposed by equation 3-4 which arises when the sound wave-
length becomes comparable to the width of the laser beam in the active region.
i'f 71
4
With current semiconductor laser this means a maximum frequency of about 2 GHz.
,k
t
This is attractive for many applications so that a useful semiconductor laser
FM communications transmitter is a possibility.
rAninteresting experiment which could be performed would be ofv- designed
to probe the frequency limitation predicted by 3-4.	 In order to do this, the
input power necessary to cause a fixed frequency deviation would be measured
as a function of modulating frequency.	 This would give directly the variati0o
-
I
of modulation index mf
 with frequency or wavelength of the ultrasonic waves. f
Considerable care would have to be exercised in such an experiment.
	 Over
F	
y
the frequency range of interest, say 500 MHz to 3 GHz, the voltage reaching
,
the transducer from the signal generator would have to be measured at each
frequency; the.performance of the transducer at each frequency would have
7
to be known.	 Probably more than one transducer would be required fora
a
•^ bandwidth this large. 	 Furthermore	 the acoustic properties of an	 materialg	 ^	 P	 P	 Y
i
' 3
in between the transducer and the laser would have to be accounted for. 	 A
possible way of avoiding some of these problems would be to use a GaAs
.r
depletion layer transducer in the same laser crystal as proposed by Ripper. 4
H
a
Another experiment which could be performed, is one designed to verify
the prediction of equation 2-116 and 2-125 that an optically pumped semi-
,; r
conductor laser when modulated via ultrasonic waves, will contain amplitude E
:;	 a modulation.	 For this, a pure GaAs laser crystal, with opposite faces cleaved
to form an optical cavity, would be bonded to a sapphire rod. 	 On the other
end of the rod	 a transducer, 	 would be placed so that acoustic waves generated
in the transducer could be transmitted to the 'laser.	 The GaAs crystal could
be pumped with a GaAsP laser operated either cw or, as the'results of Chapter V
show, it would be possible to operates pulsed. 	 Both lasers- would be cooled to i
. 770K or 4.2 0K.	 Amplitude modulation could be detected simply by allowing the
pressure modulated GaAs laser beam to fall on a ph.otodetector on--n- r1	*-
spectrum analyzer. .,-
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CHAPTER IV
Injection Modulation
1.	 Introduction
In Chapter II, the effect on a laser mode of a simultaneous modulation
of the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant was considered.
There it was shown that the major effect was a modulation of the frequency
by the real part o.P the dielectric constant while the imaginary gave rise
to modulation of the amplitude. In Chapter III, it was shown that for injec-
tion lasers, pressure modulation induces a fregeuncy spectrum which closely
follows that produced by pure frequency modulation and that hence modulation
of the gain or imaginary part of the dielectric constant, is negligible. In
this chapter, the experimental results of modulating the injection will be
presented. It will be seen that both the frequency and amplitude modulations
r
r
are appreciable and that the effect of the amplitude modulation on the
spectrum of the laser is pronounced.,
2.	 Experiment
The experimental arrangement used to modulate the injection was similar
to that used for the pressure modulation experiment. 	 However, instead of 	 r
applying a modulating signal to a transducer, it was capacitively coupled 	 r
is r
to the laser bias lead so that the signal generator output fed a 50 ohm
 beam wass passedload in series with the biased laser.
	
The modulated laser
through a Fabry-Perot interferometer, as before, but this time one which had
a free spectral range of 7.5 GHz and which could be piezoelectrically scanned. 	 4
The beam emergent from the interferometer was detected using a silicon photo-
`diode on axis, and the diode signal amplified using a Tektronix 1A7 plug-in
amplifier.	 The-Qatput 'fec,.,'FI:' : ftmfl aiAr-was	 toth*_	 'aau1-s of a„ X-y-
^4 M
xa
recorder whose X-axis was driven by the scanning voltage applied to the
interferometer mirror." A beam s,plitter was placed between the laser and
the interferometer so that a portion of the beam could be allowed to fall
directly on another photodiode which was connected to a Tektronix 491
Spectrum Analyzer. This was used to measure the amplitude modulation on
the laser beam. Since the detector responds only to amplitude changes in
the light beam and not to frequency changes, any frequency modulation on
the beam will not be measured and thus the amplitude modulated component
could be separated out. All measurements of the injection modulation were
performed at 77°K on a cw GaAs laser. The modulating frequencies used
ranged from 30 MHz to 1 GHz.
3.	 Results
Equ3 ,it-ion 2-139 gives the effect of a time dependent modulation of the
complex dielectric constant on the total electric field of the laser modes.
For each mode we have
}
r
A ^
E;
t ^
y
a
t
i
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The coefficient of the l th sideband is thus
Alas
A-
A.
	
'hMw K:_,^	 r
while
00 h	 C^+^ta+^ E'
C1, r)	 rh h^	 h. ^^
Thus there is an asymmetry about the center frequency, in the sideband
pattern. Had the modulation of the amplitude and frequency been in phase,
then no assymmetry would result. Furthermore, putting ma --> -ma or m  -* -mf
changes the side on which the assymmetry is higher. Thus by observing on
which side the sidebands are higher, the relative signs of m a and mf may be
determined.
t^
Since the signal produced by the photodiode is proportional to the
intensity of light falling upon it, the photocurrent produced by the lth
sideband is proportional to
00	 (	 ,r y
while that produced by the detector in front 'of the interferometer is pro'
portional_to
	
Y
Y k^ 
,j:^ 2 rh" ca ^ r	
4 -7	
r
The signal displayed on the screen of the spectrum analyzer was the component
of the intensity,
 at the modulating- frequency
As
r
Measurement of harmonics could not be performed because their signal
levels were below, or about equal to, that of the noise and the signal
generator output contained harmonics larger than those to be measured.
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Figure 4-1 shows the behavior of the modified Bessel functions I 0 (x)
through TG (x) for values of x up to 4. In particular, it can be seen
that I l W is linear with x to within 1% for x=2m a less than 0.28.
,
 Thus
for ma
 less than 0.14 little distortion would be present in a laser AM
communications system where the injection laser was amplitude modulated
by applying modulation to the bias. Harmonic distortion at this point
is about 5%. Note also that for square law detection, the frequency
modulation simultaneously produced on the laser beam, would have no effect
on the photodetector. Thus, an AM communications system using an injection
laser is possible and for small signals, little distortion would be present.
The sideband pattern observed from an injection modulated laser, as
given by equation 4-6,-will depend on the relative magnitudes of m a and mf.
}
r
Figure 4-2 shows some results for the first few sidebands. The spectra are
shown at different values of mf for fixed 'values of a where A is defined 	 {I,
3
by
i
m	 am a	 f
the case a _ 0 is the case for pure frequency modulation. In this case,.,
the electric field of the modes is given by l;
while the case denoted a
	
is that for pure amplitude modulation
CPO
F	
..
F 4-11l^'Ir^ - ^►^ ^) ^ 1h^^^4^ s^"'^ (whey,+ ^ws)	 ,
^	
x
When individual sidebands cannot be resolved because the modulation
frequency is less than the instrumental width ofthe interferometer, the 	 k
envelope of the sidebands is observed at the output of the photodetector.
Figure 4-3 shows an interferometer scan at a modulating frequency of 30 MHz
for various modulating voltages. The free spectral range of the interferometer;
tw
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is 7„5 GHz and frequency is decreasing to the right.	 Figures 4-3 through
4-7 are taken at the same injection current of 298 ma.	 The threshold
current at 77°K was 250 ma. 	 In figure 4-3, as in the others, it will be
noticed that the low frequency sidebands are higher than the high frequency
ones.	 This indicates that ma and mf, as written in 4-1, have the same sign. f
In these pictures, the modulation index varies from zero to a out 150.
Sr
Figures 4-4 represents similarscans as those of figure 4-3. 	 he modulating
f
voltages are the same as those in figure 4-3 but the frequency has been changed
to 150 MHz.	 It can be seen that the frequency broadening is the same as that
produced at 30 MHz at the same modulating voltage indicating that the modula-
ting power in the sidebands is the same in both cases.	 However, in figure
1i 4-4, some detail of the sideband pattern begins to appear.	 At a modulating
s
{ frequency of 330 MHz, as shown in figure 4-5, the individual sidebands are
fairly well resolved.	 The suppression of the carrier frequency can be seen
^	
y
in figure 4-5(c), while that of the first sidebands can be seen in figure
- 4-5(d).	 Figures 4-6 and 4-7-are similar traces taken at modulating frequen-
cies of 660 MHz and 990 MHz respectively.
	
All are at the same injection I
current.	 Figure 4-8 shows a plot of sideband intensity versus modulating
voltage at 330 MHz.	 These sidebands correspond to a - 0.1. 	 Figures 4-9 and
A
4--10show similar graphs at 660 MHz and 990 MHz respectively. 	 Agreement, at !
:.' the higher power levels, between 4-6 and figs. 4-9 and 4 =10 diverge.	 It is thought.
`.
that the reason for this lies in the mode-locking phenomena reported in
reference 1 at frequencies from 500 MHz to 3 GHz,
	
This conclusion is sub-
stantiated by the observation that the sidebands broadened, as the modulating
power level was increased, and eventually disappeared.	 The disappearance of
the sidebands is caused by the coherence time of the mode-locked laser
becomAng shorter than the lifetime of a photon in the Fabry-Perot interfere-
meter.	 Furthermore, this phenomena was observed at 66`0 MHz and 1 GHz whereas
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at 330 MHz and frequencies below, it was not. Figure 4-11 shows the manner
in which the sidebands disappear at 660 MHz.' In contrast, • at 150 MHz,
frequency deviations of 30 GHz were obtained without signs of mode-locking.
In general, agreement was better for the low frequency sidebands than for
the high frequency.
The deviation of 150 MHz was found to vary linearly with modulating
voltage as shown in figure 4-12. Simultaneous measurement was made of the
amplitude modulation, as described above, and a plot is shown in figure
4-13 of the photodiode voltage measured on a spectrum analyzer versus fre-
quency deviation. It is seen to be super linear with frequency deviation.
An exact measurement could not be made of the percentage of modulation to
determine ma
 since the photodiode also measured the modulation of the
spontaneous emission and this could not be separated out from the laser mode
without a spectrometer, Thus figure 4-13 shows a plot of the total light
modulation, spontaneous and stimulated modulation, versus frequency deviation.
r
Results obtained at 725 MHz show similar behavior.
Since a E	 a^^	 Y1.hc^ Coh:Sld -}^'^'} t^^a.rialr
	
^— I^^	 ^i'1') q^ Q*Cd "i f
 
<X-r - 0-?CP-C,
r. Di	 DJ
to vary with bias point. 	 Some experiments were thus performed to examine t;
their behavior.	 First, the frequency of the unmodulated laserwas plotted 	 w
as a function of current.	 This was achieved by measuring the peak-shift in	 u
e the Fabry-Perot interferometer as the laser current was changed. 	 Figure
4-14 shows the results of this observation. 	 The breaks in the curve show
where the laser jumped from one mode to another. 	 The actual frequency shift	 r
at this point was an integral number of free spectral ranges (7.5 GHz) plus
the apparent shift in the interferometer. 	 Only the apparent shift is
recorded here._ In all,; the laserpassed through four modes as the current
t
was changed from 280 ma to 420 ma.	 The initial decrease in laser frequency
between 280 ma`and 300 ma is not fully understood although the behavior was
common to all lasers used.	 One explanation is that it is due to many-body
..
ts,
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interactions as observed in reference 2. BasoV et.a1. 3 have proposed that
screening of the crystal field by free carriers and interactions between
the carriers reduce the effective energy gap. As the number of carriers
is increased with injection, the reduction in the energy gap continues so
that the total energy gap shift is excitation dependent. However, in
Reference 1, no quenching of the short wavelength modes was noticed as the
modes shifted to longer wavelength. Ih otv- case ) however the lake- charged
modes as the wavelength was increasing. Unfortunately, no means were
available to measure whether the new mode was on the long or short wave-`
length side of the original mode. °'.
l
Between 300 ma and 400 ma the laser frequency increased with current.
This is to be expected from the change in gain with Fermi energy calculated
}
;.
in equation 2-127.
	
The frequency decrease above 400 ma may be attributed
to dominance of heating effects which tend to decrease the energy gap and
hence the laser frequency. I	 -I.;
`. Having' obtained the plot shown in figure 4-14 for the unmodulated laser,
j
{
a the laser was operated at various currents from 280 ma to 400 ma and at each
j
' Curren	 pose	 o	 x
	
v 1 ages a	 ^	 applied to the laser.t iti n, fi ed modulating 	 o t	 t 600 MHzi
.	 z Spectral traces were then taken with the Fabry-Perot interferometer. 	 These
traces are shown in figure 4-15.	 An attempt was made to correlate this
:,	 a with the data of figure 4-14. 	 However, since the decrease in frequency with
current initially indicates that
.
 mechanisms were present which had not been
`.i . accounted for in Chapter II, quantitative agreement was not expected. 	 The
qualitative effects were as follows; 	 Mode #1 (see figure 4-15(a)), where
s,
the frequency decreased with injection, was easily modulated, with the modula-
tion, for a given modulating power input, increasing with 'current. 	 Mode #2
was harder to modulate than Mode #1 and near the termination point (about
315 ma) on Mode #3 the modulation produced was least. 	 From there, on Mode #3
4.	 Conclusions
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and Mode #4, the modulation increased roughly as the slope of the curve on
figure 4-14 increased.
Modulation of the injection of a semiconductor laser was seen to pro- 	 k
duce both amplitude and frequency modulation as predicted in Chapter II.
Furthermore, the asymmetry in the sideband pattern showed that ma and mf
have the same sign and that the behavior of the sidebands may be explained l
with ma ti 0.1 mf . At frequencies above 660 MHz deviations in the behavior
t
of the sidebands from that expected was attributed to a mode-locking phen-
a
omenon. Observations were also made of the change in the spectrum with
bias point.
The initial decrease in laser frequency with laser current was tenta-
tively attributed to many-body interactions. Further examination of this f
t
effect with a spectrometer and Fabry-Perot interferometer in tandem should
i
help to elucidate the mechanism involved.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Spectral Shift Under PulsedEmission
	
_ I'
i
1,	 Introduction
One of the disadvantages associated with semiconductor lasers is the
necessity of cooling in order to obtain cw operation.
	 So far operation at
J
room temperature has been possible only under pulsed conditions.
	 Thus if
H a modulated semiconductor laser were to be used as a transmitter at room i
temperature, it would have to be operated in a pulsed condition.
	 The
f
frequency information would then have to be demodulated on a pulsed basis.
R {
In	 order to ascertain the feasibility of demodulating such an
optical signal, a, high resolution study of the spectral shift under pulsed-
t:
conditions was made.
	 Previous measurements on the pulsed spectral shift
of semiconductor lasers used spectrometers.
	 The standard technique requires f'
If	
x
that the pulsed light be passed through the spectrometer and the behavior
of the detected light pulse be watched as a function time during the pulse'
l
at different wavelengths.
	 Usually, in order to obtain a large enough shift t
to be measured, the laser injection level must be high so that several modes`
of the laser may be oscillating simultaneously.
	
The spectral shift must
then be inferred from the enhancement of the long wavelength modes. 	 The
,'	
I procedure is as follows: 	 When the injection to a junction laser is pulsed, x
•
the temperature at the junction risen during the course of the pulse. 	 This
temperature rise causes a shift in the dielectric constant.	 Thus in order
to maintain the resonance condition in the cavity, the laser frequency must }
+ -follow the change in the dielectric constant. 	 This it can do,	 since the
gain profile of semiconductor lasers is broad.
	
In gallium arsenide the
laser frequency decreases with temperature.. 	 Thus when a GaAs laser is pulsed
s
Y
the frequency will be decreasing with time.	 Suppose this light is passed
through a Fabry-Perot interferometer.  	 The interferometer erometer has a transfer $` 	 ^' `
-1246--
function
j
} + R SiM	 COS@^^L
F F ^; wt
foa 5 f QrrVal QaU34-
For F large, this consists of a series of peaks separated by a distance f
in frequency. Thus as the laser frequency decreases, the output of the
interferometer will consist of a series of peaks, occurring every time
V Lo = in f	 40-^- H _ v	 -M = cnt';BALI	 6-1
Thus by counting the peaks the total frequency shift during the pulse may
be determined. By observing the position in time at which the peaks
occur, the instantaneous frequency can be seen and thus the change in
dielectric constant with time may be calculated. Furthermore, a continuous
	 - -^
plot of frequency change versus time may be obtained by scanning the inter- t
,k
ferometer.	 Suppose one mirror is mounted on a piezoelectric slab, then by
applying a d.c. voltage to the slab we can change the position of the r
resonance frequency
C.	 VA to c` q,.	 4 ^.tc^k •^
G0KS raft K
4h R C"	 bs^.+a^.	 i^
This formula applies for spherical. Fabry:.Perot interferometer.
	
Appli-
cation of a d.c. voltage causes a shift in R such that OR/R«1
,:,.
	
G
el J	 + b .... f
3
^
E
1	 +
For resonance now
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thus although the distance between peaks remains constant, the position of
the peaks will shift since m»l. Furthermore, by changing the applied do
	 ft.
voltage and noting the direction of the peak shift, we can also tell whether
the frequency increases or decreases with time.
2. TM- 2erature^ Rlse at the Junction Under Pulsed Injection
In order to calculate the temperature rise at the junction and correlate
it with the deserved spectral shift, three models of heat folow in the laser
are considered along with their applicability to the case at hand. The three
models considered are (a) linear flow of heat from the junction to the laser
surface which is maintained at the heat sink temperature l , (b) linear flow !,.	 4
in a semi -infinite medium 2 , and (c) flow from a spherical heat source 3. A	 I
(a) Linear Flow of Heat from the Junction to the Laser Surface
Which is Maintained at the Heat Sink Temperature
Consider a- 	 gallium arsenide injectionlaser soldered onto a_heat sink at
t
x=0.	 The ih-n junction lies in the plane x= A with the p-side adjacent to the
heat sink.	 Current flows into the laser at the end_x=L via -a thin wire and
out at -x=0.	 The temperature rise AT at the junction x=Q, must be calculated
L
while a pulse of current (I) is passed throug"the laser. 	 It is assumed that
the end of th(a laser x 0 is maintained at the temperature T 	 of the heat sink.P	 B ^
In practice, however, there will always be a temperature dropacross the solder
layer between the laser and heat sink. 	 For cw operation, thermal gradients in
the solder layer are important. 	 However, under pulsed operation-, these gradients
are unimportant provided the solder layer is either thin or several diffusion
lengths away, the diffusion length being the distance heat travels during the
pulse.	 For short }pulses and most junction depths, the second condition is often
-12.6-
.
t
satisfied. For the lasers used in this-experiment, k=2.5u. At 77°K the
diffusion length for a 1 usec pulse is 17p so this second condition was
not satisfied, and, it was found that the observed spectral shift was
due to thermal gradients in the solder., layer since this was also fairly
thick. Heat is generated in the laser in three ways. First there is the
heat generated at the junction due to the quantum efficiency of ti 	
0
recombination process being less than one. Secondly there is the heating
associated with the bulk resistance of the laser and thermally that due to
contact resistance and the temperature rise of the heat sink. At the low
current densities used, bulk heating may be neglected. Since the rate of
i
.J
heating produced is
while that produced at the
ti
At high current densities,
i Qb	 Rb ` 0• #w JL S=q
0.1* w06M	 = : la'Mp 5-10
junction is
i V = -s walls	 2 _ i
however, the bulk heating cannot be neglected.
rr
Neglecting the contact resistance and the temperature rise of the heat sink
L
for the moment; the only source of heat left is that produced at the junc-
tion. The temperature rise in the heat sink and solder layer are calculated
later and used as boundary conditions instead of equation 5-13. Since,
experimentally, a small temperature rise in the junction was observed, it is
kp
 
that the thermal conductivity k^ specific heat C and hence D = /Cassumed y
"'P p
the diffusion constant are constant throughout the pulse at any heat sink
r	 temperature.
It is assumed that the heat flows linearly through the laser into the
heat sink. The equation to be solved is this
h	 o z G'o T
^a	
o-
5-i3
5-i4
i
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^s	 where J is the bulk heating and will be-neglected. The boundary conditions
. t	
C+ ktat^^t
 c p = j Uvh C. r,OK a,s 0.
r
which accounts for junction heating. Neglecting J we have for the temperature
si
riseAT=T -TB
aT
If we assume AT 0(t)X(x)_, then we may write
1	 ^t 1 )Cc^^^ _ 	 5-17
Coo
	
f3lt1
x	 where a is a cons tant
•	 G^ F1 -.	 p	 -^o ti Ok i U _^g
13
t;
f
sF
Y
k 	 2 i. Aar f o tos 
OL
n
A _ 
Ab..
r,i
at the junction x=k we have 	 i
	
M1° `	 w
M1.
J ^^
A	 L2.
A'
This form of the solution is useful for long times, i.e. Dtzk 2 , An equiva-
lent solution may be obtained which is useful for short times by using
Laplace transforms
	 I
Pk
	
kP 	' =0 	 201.)zVfJ ^^
at the junction x=k this reduces to
t
	
E	
j
^
OO	 {-
2n	 C71)	 C-
	
CV.	
CD
S- 35
	 ^	 A
for short times such that (Dt)1/2	k`
CAe	 5-36
q hA 	 r:
i`
While from 5-33 for long times such that (Dt) 1/2
 > k	 s
QTRt^^r)	 15 -37A kP	
f
This is the maximum temperature rise at the
	
fi.
_P	 junction 	 the pulse.... 	 x
(b) Linear Flow in a Semi-infinite Medium
In this model it is assumed that heat is'generated , at the junction and
a
flows linearly into a semi-infinite medium. This situation corresponds to
the case where the junction is far from the heat sink and the pulse time.
2
t<	 In this case heat does not reach the boundary so that the model should
give good agreement for short.times. The problem now reduces to solving
^l
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with
2.0 _ ^ 7^ A T 	 _ 3
A	 'a :)C. I x.
note that the heat flow
GL	 I'i A
	 5-4-0
r' also satisfies 5-38 with Q-Q o
 at x=k.
	 The solution of 5-38 for Q gives
1
Jo
Ll Y-1
O
•
i
or
. (x-k) I
t)"IT k a  r) i
.;a
that.at
 x=Q
.8T 	 2 Gt0 	`'D r'
.;, which gives the temperature rise at the	 junction.	 Note that this is identical
to 5-36 so that the second term in 5 -35 represents the effect the boundary
has on the temperature rise.
(c) Heat Flow from a Spherical Source
The temperature rise at the junction has been calculated in (a) under two
main assumptions (i) the'.end of the laser x=0 is held at the heat sink temperature
(ii) linear 16e at flow Incwt tht junction-	 In-the actual case, there are temperaLU
-132-
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{
gradients.in
 the solder layer and heat sink.
	 These must be accounted for and
T may be-used as boundary conditions to solve for the temperature rise at the
junction.	 For the heat sink and thick solder layers, lateral diffusion of
heat must be accounted for.
From equation 5-33, the temperature rise at the junction stabilizes for i
I^ times such that R > 1. 	 This time may be computed for the lasers used at
!r
{
77°K as
i
2	 _g	 -^_25
3 
c14s(sec Md	 -
This time is well below the time resolution of the ex eriment and it isclear
that the boundary condition 5-13 is not valid.
	 We thus consider now the
temperature rise of the heat sink.
	 This may be done as follows:- By
{
differentiating 5-32 the heat flow at x=R may be found as
CJ2.
	 x	 o^ 4	 l .-...	 l-1^	 ..Q.	 5 -4 7 x
for t»to which conforms to the experimental situation
A
Thus we have the problem of solving the temperature rise in the heat sink
when heat is supplied at a constant rate Q/A.
	 In order to simplify the
problem and take into account the spreading of the heat in the heat sink,
we consider the heat to be produced in a sphere of radius a surrounded by
i
a heat sink of thermal conductivity ki and diffusivity Di. 	 The problem is
thus reduced to solving the equation
^; a_...	 !	 (1	 5 -fig-T	 _
1-13 a-
with the boundary condition
+1T r ^^ a T 	Q	 ar r = c^	 5 — q
a Y
and requiring
s
5 -S7
r
s) p	 a5	 1- 7 00	 O
j`
putting u =&Tr reduces the problem to solving
with
Equations 5-51 and 5 -52 may be solved by Laplace transforms. Defining
^y
♦ ;^
	
^ ^) -	 -e. ^^^^ ^ ^'	 ^ — s 3	 is
5-51 becomes
r	
ww F;ka
where the additional constantu(t=o) arising from the transform of the time
derivative of u is zero sinceaT (t-o)-=0. Equation 5-52 thus becomes 	 w t
a ^,	 Wr
The solution of 5-54 taking into account the boundary condition 5--50 is
-
r
from 5-52 we find	 -
} -	 4 Tj
i
," yI
f
t:
i'
A^C
	
^^ 1
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The original
	
	
^ 	 1problem of finding the temperature rise at the junction may thus
be solved with the boundary condition at x=0 in place of 5-13
AT
is	 ar
s	 4n 4z k ^	 Gtaf
The solution of 5-22 with the boundary condition 5-63 inserted instead of
5
-13 leads to
coo
IL
i	 ---	 dLL-A. c- 	 k7
4 Trat h 4 \ at
.q
The temperature rise at the junction is thus given by
}
ron 
..la hl^ A r-	 1	 ^^ r
 C'I	 C. CIO]A Ie P
	n = l C
_._.M jz	
4 Ta S — 65
If now the temperature rise AT
	 ltt the khd" 	is-, .x'_	 intoSo1d^r
account, 5-65 will have this as an additional term. For thin solder layers,
the linear flow model should give the temperature. Moreover, experimentally
the solder layer was made thick due to the difficulty of bonding the lasers
onto a-sapphire substrate. Thus the lateral diffusion of heat must be
accounted for in a manner similar to that used for the temperature rise in
the heat sink. The general temperature rise at the junction may thus be
written
AT	 + A TH a TSo^Da/L j	
_	
d is 5 + 5_- 66A .$
where 
ATGaAs and ATHS are given by 5-33 or 5-35 and 5-65 respectively and
q: a'
a where kZ 	 thermal conductivity of indium; D Z diffusivity of indium.	 The
A
rf
value of Q is given try
i
rJ Q _	 V 0 6$
Vii+
`where I	 junction current, v = junction voltage = 1.48 volts; n = quantum
efficiency, h = cavity length, s = stripe width and kp = thermal conductivity
of	 type GaAs and	 = h$ = 27ra2.
r
P	 r
r
z
}
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The bracketed factor in the denominator of 5-68 accounts for the fact
that heat flows from the junction into the
	 region as well as the p region.
i
Also in 5-6$, the energy converted to photons has been taken into account
by introducing the quantum efficiency.
	 Thus we approximate the observed;
temperature rise at the junction as
S
l	 _	 .t. V C ^-	 _	 a ^,^.	 c (ID. ^- s	 57_ 69
S	 +1
 kw itQ^
4
j` From equations 5-69 and 5-66, it may be seen that the temperature rise at
the junction may be minimized by (i) making the solder layer as thin as
possible and using in solder with high thermal conductivity and (ii) placing
the junction as close as possible to a heat sink with large thermal conduc-
tivity. 	 For the lasers used, _where the junction was very close to the heat
f
i	 t	 i	 d	 itsnk, the temperature rise due to
	
e thermal conductiv y	 _.a	 't	 th	 	 	 	 of ^-'- _ gallium
fi arsenide was small and essentially constant for the times involved in the 1
experiment.	 The main contribution to the temperature rise was due to the r.
I
w heating in the solder layer.	 This situation contrasts that of Engeler and }^
f
Garfinkell where the junction was far enough from the heat sink that the
t	 , , f
l
main contribution to the junction heating arose from the thermal conductivity
of the laser itself.	 Note that the fundamental, assumption made _of constant
>
.
. 0 conductivity and diffusivity is not true at high injection levels where the Y'
temperature rise at the junction is large. 	 For this case the approach of
Fngeler. -and Garfinkel ) may be used to obtain a numerical solution.
The main features of 5-33, 5-65, 5-66 and 5-67 show that for short times
1 /2the temperature rise try AT a t while for longer times the temperature rise €
as
Y
1
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r
saturates at the cw value
f
r
t
V1	 o	 G
1, S LI f ( h.., l ICJ	 kt,
Figure 5-1 shows how the temperature varies with time for different models. 1'
Curve (1), for linear flow in a semi-infinite slab, gives a temperature
 !.-ise
:a which increases indefinitely with time at t1/2 .	 Curve (11), the temperature F
rise due to the thermal conductivity of GaAs, rises as for t1te semi-infinite j
slab but saturates near	 ^^L- a^^ ,	 Finally, tbru temperature rise for
spherical flow of heat in a semi-infinite sl^_,_b gives a much slower temperature
rise reflecting the lateral diffusion of the heat.
s
3.	 FXreriment
Gallium Arsenide lasers of the stripe geometrywere indium bonded on to I.
either a sapphire or a copper heat sink and cooled in a dewar'to 77°K or
tIT -
* 4.2°K.	 In the lasers used
	 the p-layer was 2.5u thick and the lasers were
mounted p-side down on the heat sink.
	 Electrical contact was made to the
n-side of the laser Via.. a thin gold wire which was indium bonded to the
laser.	 The heat 'sink -was clamped in a copper block, which was cooled via k~'
the cold finger method. 	 The bias to the laser could be pulsed by placing
the laser in series with a 500 resistor which was connected to the output of
i
x.'
.,• a Hewlett-Packard Model 214A pulse generator.	 B. monitoring the volt ageP	 $	 Y	 	 g ^	 .'.
-,'
."
acrossthe s eries resistor, the current through , the laser could be seen to be ^"•
a. constant during the pulse.- `
 The pulsed output from the laser was focused by
a short focal length lens onto the center of a spherical Fabry-Perot inter-
ferometer which had a free spectral range of 7.5 GHz. 	 One mirror of the
interferometer was mounted on a piezoelectric slab so that the interferometer
could be scanned by applying a voltage to the slab and moving the mirror
backwards and forwards_.. _Light passing through the interferometer on 	 Xis :. "^!
3I
i
r
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(i ) LINEAR FLOW IN A SEMI-INFINITE
SLAB
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was detected by a silicon photodetector placed directly behind the interferometer.
'	 s The output from the pho'todetector was passed into a Tektroni4 555 Oscilloscope
with a 1A7 plug-in unit.	 The X-axis of the oscilloscope was triggered from the
output of the pulse generator. 	 When the signal-to-noise ratio was good, photo-
.
graphs of the oscilloscope display were taken.
	
When the signal-to-noise ratio
was bad or when the light pulse shape was to be recorded on a graph, the output
of the lA7 plug-in was fed into a Princeton Applied Research Boxcar Integrator
;;=( and then to the Y-axis of an x-y recorder. 	 The X-axis of the recorder was
operated from the Boxcar scan ramp.
	
The Boxcar Integrator was operated in the +
recurrent mode.	 The signal from the time base ramp was used to trigger the
^n
pulse generator.	 The position of the pulse with respect to this trigger could
be adjusted using the pulse position control on the generator so that the pulse
occurred during the time base ramp. 	 The operation of the Boxcar was thus as ^}
follows:	 at the start of a time base a trigger was sent to the pulse generator. IF.
I At a later time, controlled by the pulse position knob on the pulse generator,
' ,a	 ulse was sent through thep	 	 laser and simultaneously the x-axis of the oscillo-
scope was triggered. The output pulse from the photodetector was amplified by
the lA7 plug-in and fed into the Boxcar integrator..	 The signal was-then amplified
in the Boxcar integrator and applied to the input of a gated amplified. 	 The
length of time the amplifiergate was open could be controlled with the gate
width switch on the Boxcar integrator, while the time at which it opened with 1
respect to the start of the time base could be adjusted using the scan time
control.	 The output of the Boxcar integrator, for gate widths small compared
r
t
to detail in the pulse, reproduced the pulse shape at a rate which could be
recorded on an x-y recorder.	 The signal was fed into the y-axis of the recorder-
while the x-axi:s was driven from the scan ramp jack which produced a voltage pro-
portional-to the position of the open gate. 	 Thus by using either the Boxcar and
Z	 _
recorded or by observing the oscilloscope display, the time behavior of the light
,
pulse , Passed through the interferometer could be observed.
-1.3q
As noted earlier, during the pulse, the laser frequency decreases at a
rate proportional to the temperature rise at the junction calculated in
equation 5-69. Thus frequency changes rapidly at the beginning of the
pulse and more slowly toward the end. Since the transfer function of the
interferometer for light on the axis consists of a series of peaks separated
in frequency by the free spectral range f = 7.5 GHz in our case, light will
I
be transmitted by the interferometer only when the laser frequency is some
multiple of f. Thus every time the laser frequency decreases by f a peak
of light will be passed by the interferometer. The interferometer thus
acts as a frequency marker, marking off frequency intervals of f. The
output of the interferometer should thus consist of a set of peaks, the time
between successive peaks increasing according to 5-69.
p
Results {
The change in frequency of a semiconduotor laser during pulsed operation,
4
y arises through the temperature dependence of the dielectric constant.
	
Thus
the time behavior of the spectral output may be written
t
i
z
.;
Using 1-19 and neglecting thermal expansion
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J Table 5-1 shows values of k, c and D at different temperatures for different
F. materials. Using in 5-69, the values V =y 1.48 volts, h = 380u, s = 12.7u,
a	
Z^n =
27.5p.
to = a2/D2 = 9.7 usecs at 77°K which are applicable for lasers L "15 and
L-23
-- $ a
•
vtr')	 y^ Cj-)	 t - -Q.
I
-. }	 rs,	 G, 14	 7Tr
Substance Density (P)
gms/ c. c.
Temperature T
°K
Thermal
conductivity
watts/cm O K
Specific heat C
Joules/cm3 OK
Diffusivity
D = klc
cm2/ sec
GaAs 5.36 4.2 0.025 2.8 x 10-4 89
P Type' 77 2.41 0.93 2.59
300 0.47 1.73 0.27
In
	
- 7.33 4.2 8.52 7.4 x 10`3 1.09 x 103
77 1.09 1.395 0.574
300 0.25 1.816 0.1376
Sapphire 4.00 4.2 1.1 8.35 x '10-4 1.3 x 103
77 7.8 0.269 29.1
300 2 3.11 0.64
Copper 8.93 4.2 120 0.89 x 10-3 135 x 103
77 6 1.75 3.43
_300 ^.3 3.45 1.15
a
yr,, P
t`
•	 r
^3 v
y
As will be seen below, comparison of equation 5-82 with the experimental _.
M
results at 77°K shows good agreement. !
Figures: 5--2a to 5-2d show the variation in time of the light intensity
passed through a Fabry-Perot interferometer from laser L-15 which was pulsed
at liquid nitrogen temperatures. 	 The top trace in the four photographs
shows the current passed through the laser while the bottom trace gives the .`
output of the photodetector placed behind the Fabry-Perot interferometer. a.
A The peaks occur every time the laser frequency equals some multiple of the
interferometer's resonant frequency which, for the interferometer used, was
7.5 GHz.	 It can clearly be seen that the frequency change with time is
t
fast at the beginning of the pulse and slows crown as time progresses.
	
In
R	 .
the four pictures 5--2a to 5-2d the current is kept constant but the pulse
length (and horizontal time) scale are'changed. 	 The repartition frequency
was kept low enough so that the junction temperature had returned to the t'
heat sink temperature before the heat pulse arrived. 	 That this was -true,
was determined noting that the peak positions were not affected by increasing
the pulse length up to a certain value.
	 Figures 5-3a to 5-3d show the effect
of scanning the interferometer on the observed--peak positions for the	 same
laser L-15 at 77°K.
	 Here the current is held fixed through the pulse and,
the position of one mirror is changed from picture to picture. 	 The corres-
ponding total frequency shift is noted with each picture. 	 It can. be sra-1%
that the mirror is moved almost through one free spectral range. 	 By examining.`
i the movement of the peaks it can be determined that the frequency is decreasing
: with time for if we look at one of the modes, the fifth for= instance, it moves a`
to earlier times as the resonance frequency is increased.... Hence the laser
frequency does in fact decrease with temperature.. 	 Figures 5-4a to 5-4d show {
the time behavior of` the 'laser intensity as a function of current.	 These
•i
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traces were obtained by focussing the laser beam directly onto a photodiode.
It can be seen that the light pulses are reasonably flat with a slightly
higher intensity at the beginning of the pulse for higher currents. The
peaks observed in figures 5-2 and 5-3 are thus definitely caused 'by the
transmission characterisitcs of the Fabry-Perot interferometer.
The behavior of laser frequency was also observed as the current was
changed. As can be seen from figures 5-5a to 5-5d the peaks initially move
toward the left as the current is increased and then reverse direction and
move toward the right. This behavior was observed both in laser L-15 and
L-23 (figure 5-6) at 77°K. It is due to a shift in the laser starting
I
f
frequency, initially toward lower frequencies and then toward higher fre-
quencies.	 This phenomenon is also observed on a cw basis.
	
The shift toward
higher frequencies is the normal behavior and is accounted for by a filling
i of the states in the conduction band since the maximum in the laser gain; Ax
curve moves toward higher energies with current.
	 The :shift rtc '	 Llou*=^n
^ Onergies is discussed in Cha` ter IV:P	 This behavior can be
 seen ^.
the graphs of figure 5-6.
	 Initially (figure 5-6a) the laser is below thres-
hold and only spontaneous emission is emitted.
	 As the current is increased .
laser threshold is reached and the laser peaks appear in the trace. 	 The
j peaks move toward the front of the pulse at first, as noted with laser L-15
^•but then move toward the rear.
	
Figure 5-7 shows a plot of frequency changey
-
versus time for several currents.
	
These results were taken from figure 5-6.
_	 t•^ The vertical distance between curves is the actual change in the laser fre-g
}
jj
A
quency for a given instantin tiem, when the laser current is changed. 	 A
similar graph in figure 5-8 shows the results for figure 5-5 while figure 5-9
shows those for figure 5-3 where the interferometer wasscanned. 	 Note that by
scanning, the laser frequency change with time may be followed continuously.
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In order to elucidate the behavior of laser frequency further, two
mere graphs, figures 5-10 and 5-11,-were drawn from the data in figure
' 5-6 and other data taken in the same run but not shown in figure 5-6. 	 In
figure 5-10, the frequency change is plotted as a function of current at
t
different instants during the pulse. 	 This figure clearly shows the inital
shift toward lower frequencies followed by the shift toward higher frequen-
..:j ties.	 In figure 5-11	 the position in time of each peak (a	 ^	 ,	 	 p	 fixed frequency)
is plotted against current.	 For low currents the peak positions move
toward shorter times reflecting the shift toward lower fregeuncy. 	 As the
current increases, however, the peaks move toward longer times. 	 This
latter behavior is just the reverse of what would be expected if the laser
starting fregeuncy was fixed and the total frequency 	 change was due soley`
f
to the temperature change at the junction with current.
The results presented so far were taken for duty cycles low enough that }	 ^{
i- heating from the previous pulse was negligible. 	 This condition could easily
.Y
rI
_i be verified by increasing the pulse repartition frequency. 	 At some frequency,
,.
the peaks would start to shift toward shorter times due to the additional ?`
.
heating caused b	 the	 r,evious pulse.	 Figures 5-12a to 5-12d and accompany-$	 y	 P	 P	 	 P^ 3
r ing curve figure 5-13 show the effects of keeping the repartition frequency }=	 :
fixed andvarying	 the pulse length.	 As , the_pulse length is increased
;.` the peaks move toward the front of the pulse reflecting the increase in !r
heating.	 Eventually the increase in heating becomes so great that laser
action ceases altogether.
Comparison of equation 5-82 with the experimental results was made,in
the following manner. 	 From figures 5-7, 5-8, and 5-9, the frequency change
at two times to and 4t
0
 were noted	 and related via figure 5-1 to the maxi-
mum frequency change.	 Knowing the current, the quantum efficiency n was
calculated and equation 5-82 then plotted against time„	 This is shown in
n
i figure 5-8 and 5-9.	 The value of the quantum efficiency calculated is
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undoubtedly too high, altinough no 	 independent measurements of n have beenr ^
made on these lasers, but considering the assumptions made in calculating
^.t
the temperature	 rise, the agreement with the observed results is good. 	 For
k	 ; ^; longer	 spectral^,	 hift is more 'rapid than would be predicted on^ thetimesg	 P ectral s
the spherical flow model.	 This behavior is to be expected, however, from
tthe examination of curves (11) and (1-11) in figure 5-1, 	 since the actual {I:
... flow would like somewhere between the linear and spherical flows. 	 Table 5-2
shows the calculated maximum frequency shift and corresponding temperature
rise for different currents.	 The calculated values of n are also given.
Figure 5-14 shows these maximum frequency shiftsplotted against the laser
f current to obtain an average value for the quantum efficiency..
operations were also^ Measurements of the spectral -shift under pulsed P	 P
made at 4.2°K.	 Data was recorded both using a boxcar integrator and by ^R
- direct observation of the photodiode output on an oscilloscope. 	 The	 - A^
observed spectral shifts are much smaller than those obtained at 77 0K
-
as can be
-seen)^by	 amparing figure -5-, 15_,x3itah -figure- 5-6.This. would :b	 expected because Y
dEg(i) D is much larger so the temperature rise is more rapid and (ii) 	 dT	 is
smaller R,,2x10- 5ev/°K4_at 10°K.	 However,. the maximum spectral shifts cal- o .
culated from 5-82 are too small to account for the observed shifts. 	 It
thus seems likely that the observedshifts are due to small pockets at the
interfaces of the solder layer.	 The graphs of figure 5-15 show the appear- i5
ance of second laser mode.	 This and the original mode merge to form one
,._ t	 -
peak in figure 5-15c.
	
At this point they are separated by an integral
t
number of free spectral ranges. 	 Unfortunately, without the aid of a spectro-
meter the actual frequency difference cannot be measured.
Owing to the slow variation of frequency with time in figure 5-15	 the
i
position of the peaks is extremely sensitive to temperature variations. 	 Thus
thermal drifting of the laser temperature was sometimes observed due to
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instabilities in the cryogenic cooling. Consequently, the traces obtained
using the boxcar integrator, which required many minutes to plot, necessitate
great temperature stability. Fiour6 5-16 shows a plot of freqeuncy change
versus time at I = 300ma obtained by scanning the interferometer as mentioned
previously. The data was taken over a period of several hours and the data
points reflect the above mentioned temperature fluctuations. Figure 5-17
shows similar data for different-currents.
Application to room 'temperature operation
The'results presented above were taken at 4.2°K and 77°K. At room
temperature, the threshold current densities required for pulsed lasing
5operation are very high 11, 10	 amps/sq. cm . and thus laser heats up rapidly.
Pulse lengths are thus required to be short, typically less than 100 ns.
Since the thermal diffusivity of GaAs is small at 300°K 2	 -1 10.27 cm sec
the diffusion length L
	 VWF is of the order of 1p for t 40ns.	 If pulse r.
lengths shorter th4n 40ns are used, thermal diffusion may be neglected and
the temperature rise may be estimated by solving
rt
4 T 4
sk
where e is the thickness of the active region
a -T Lo	 tw,
ACS
2Using a typical current threshold values J	 10	 amps/cm and C	 1.73
and e	 l 
T tO 	 !Z 	O.S7	 °	 / 'h s 8 ^'
4 r
temperature value for the band edge shiftUsing the room 5A	 ks and,.,theof 2.	 * /o
mode .frequency shift of 0.35 times the band edge shift, we find
'N
3 O	 6:H4%s
^r
Spectral shifts this rapid may ,
 be observed- if (i) the Fabry-Perot
interferometer has a large free spectral range say, 100-150 GHz might be a
good choice and (ii) sampling techniques are used. 	 Interferometers with
this large a free spectral range can be made, but measurements at 300°K .'
were not performed since neither equipment with the necessary speed nor
a suitable interferometer was available.
6.	 Detection of Sidebands During Pulsed Operation
In order to determine the feasibility of detecting sidebands under
pulsed operation, the following experiment was conducted.
	
A pulse of
current was sent through a_50 ohm resistor in series with a GaAs laser
so that it Lased in a pulsed mode.
	 The amplitude of the current pulse
}.
was chosen so that the laser remained in a single mode.
	 A modulating 1=
•. signal at a frequency of 480 .4,z was capacitatively coupled from a
1 signal generator to the laser bias head. 	 The pulsed, modulated light was
y passed through a Fabry-Perot interferometer, as mentioned before, and the
output of the photodetector placed behind the interferometer was monitored
on an oscilloscope.	 The modulating signal was increased, keeping the
{ current pulse constant.	 Figure 5-18 shows a series of five pictures as the
modulating voltage is increased. 	 The horizontal time scale is 10 usec/cm
and the vertical scale 20 pV/cm.	 Figure 5-18a shows the output when no
modulation is applied.	 The increasing time difference between peaks is
1
due to the saturation	 of the laser temperature rise. 	 As the modulating
i signal is increased, sidebands appear.on ` either side of the carrier frequency.
The first zero of the carrier can be seen in fig. 5-18d. 	 In fig. 5-180 the
_^ first sidebands are.zero
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The reverse of this experiment, where the laser was operated cw and
the modulating signal was pulsed, was also performed to demonstrate how
power is pumped from the carrier to the sidebands. The output from the
photodetector was amplified by a Tektronix 1A7 plug-in amplifier and fed q
to the Boxcar Integrator along with a trigger pulse. 	 The output of the
{F. Integrator was fed to the Y-axis of an X-Y recorder while the interfero-
h;}'
:	 f
meter scanning voltage was fed to the X-axis. 	 D.C. signals were filtered 4=}
.4
out in the plug-in amplifier and prevented from reaching the Boxcar
Integrator.	 As the interferometer was swept the X-Y recorder plotted Y
changes in light intensity against frequency. 	 Figure 5-19.shows such a
_7 4
-
plot where a modulating frequency of l GHz was used. 	 The negative peak
J
corresponds to the intensity pumped from the carrier frequency into the LLz;
f sidebands by the modulating signal.	 The positive peaks on either side R
of the carrier are due to the first sidebands.
7.	 Conclusions
It has been shown that the spectral shift under pulsed operation of a
;. semiconductor laser may be measured using a Fabry-Perot interferometer:-  .
Furthermore, the laser fires, from pulse to pulse, consistently into the
F
same starting frequency. 	 The spectral shift observed at 77°K was consistent a',
with that calculated from the temperature change of indium binding layer.
At 4.2°K the observed shift was attributed to pockets in this layer.
i Frequency sidebands were observed under pulsed operation showing the
feasibility of detecting frequency modulation when the laser is pulsed.
Also it is shown that the same technique may be used at room temperature.
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